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Abstract—Market demands on a more impressive entertainment media have motivated for delivery of three dimensional (3D) audio content to home consumers through Ultra High Definition TV (UHDTV), the next generation of TV broadcasting, where spatial audio coding plays fundamental role. This paper reviews fundamental concept on spatial audio coding which includes technology, standard, and application. Basic principle of object-based audio reproduction system will also be elaborated, compared to the traditional channel-based system, to provide good understanding on this popular interactive audio reproduction system which gives end users flexibility to render their own preferred audio composition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Various new technologies are being continuously invented and brought to the market. One of them is the technology of three dimensional (3D) audio, also called spatial audio [1], which is applied in many digital audio entertainment media such as Ultra High Definition TV (UHDTV), the next generation of TV broadcasting. For this UHDTV standard, multiple loudspeakers even more than 20 will be used to provide users with a realistic 3D audio perception. Every loudspeaker will be fed with single audio channel hence multi-channel audio signals will be required. Broadcasting companies such as NHK, Japan and BBC, UK, have actively participated in developing these audio chain technologies which include recording, transmission, and reproduction.

A key technology that plays fundamental role in spatial audio delivery is perceptual audio coding [2-5]. Based on knowledge on psycho-acoustic, perceptual audio coding has been developed to be capable of incredibly compressing the size of audio data in that the audio signal properties which would not detected by our hearing system are just removed. It started in around 1990s when MPEG-1 layer 3, known as MP3 [6-8], the first and most popular digital audio compression standard was introduced.

Until recently, numerous audio coding techniques have been invented and standardized which include Spatial Audio Coding (SAC) [9-10], a technology to efficiently represent multi-channel audio signals.

This paper reviews the basic concept of spatial audio coding technologies and standards. The benefits of applying SAC technique is not only the capability to provide high compression ratio compared to conventional multi-channel audio coding approaches but also the opportunities to employ this technology to legacy broadcasting system. Supported by the modern digital signal processing method, MPEG Surround as an SAC-based standard has attracted much more attention due to its rich-functionalities such as binaural rendering and artistic stereo down-mix. Moreover, when object-based audio is introduced, users are offered an option to interact to update the audio scene composition and spatial characteristic of the rendered surround sound making the audio rendering system much more interesting. Teleconference, karaoke system, gaming, dialog enhancement, sports broadcasting, and music re-composition are among the applications that are highly recommended for applying this object-based technology [11-14].
2. PRINCIPLE OF SPATIAL AUDIO CODING

Spatial Audio Coding (SAC) is not a pure compression method. Instead, it can be considered as a technique to represent multichannel audio signals as a lower number of channels, such as one (mono) or two (stereo), while maintaining the spatial properties of the audio signals. The process to reduce the number of audio channels, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is typically termed as down-mixing. In order to be capable of reconstructing the original multichannel audio signals at a later time, a set of spatial parameters should be estimated and kept as additional data of the down-mix audio signal. For the purpose of transmission and storage, the down-mix signal must be encoded by an existing compression technique, such as MPEG-1 layer 3, Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) [15-18], and Universal Speech and Audio Coding (USAC) [19-22], while the spatial parameters can be considered as side information. This allows reconstruction of multichannel audio signals, when needed later, by extending the down-mix signal with guidance of the spatial parameters. However, it is not always necessary to reconstruct multichannel audio signals particularly when user equipment only supports the down-mix audio rendering where in this case the spatial parameters can be simply removed.

The ability to reduce the number of audio channels is the main advantage of this technology, facilitating less number of audio signals needed to be compressed. This is important especially when compared to the conventional multichannel audio coding approach where every channel needs to be encoded separately. It creates two opportunities: first, to represent audio data as a fewer bits as possible; second, to reproduce channel configuration that is different from the original multichannel format. More advantage of SAC is a backward compatibility which makes possible to gradually upgrade existing mono or stereo audio broadcasting systems to have multichannel audio content. Users with old equipment still enjoy mono or stereo audio content as usual while other users, who have new multichannel decoder, can render a more realistic spatial audio content.

Various approaches have been proposed to efficiently encode multichannel audio signals based on the principle of SAC. In general, based on the approach to extract spatial parameters, all of them can be classified as two groups: channel-relationship based and virtual source position based approaches. On one hand, approaches in the first group, which include Parametric Stereo (PS) [23-25], Binaural Cue Coding (BCC) [26-29], and MP3 Surround [30-32], make use of relationship among audio channels to represent spatial properties of the audio scene. Level and time differences as well as coherences, either between two particular channels or among multiple channels, are examples of the extracted spatial parameters. When recreating multichannel audio signals, the spatial parameters will be used to keep channel relationships remain the same as the original ones. On another hand, approaches in the second group associate a virtual audio source for the audio scene. The position of the virtual audio...
source is represented by a direction vector which can be determined from any configuration of multichannel audio signals. Spatial Audio Scene Coding (SASC) [33-40] and Directional Audio Coding (DirAC) [41-46] are among the SAC approaches that can be included in the second group. To reproduce multichannel audio signals, Vector Based Amplitude Panning (VBAP) technique [47-50] is applied to reproduce sound field from virtual sources located in positions that given by the direction vector.

2.1. Psycho-Acoustic of Spatial Sound

Phenomenon on human hearing system, such as threshold in quiet and frequency/temporal masking, have been extensively exploited in earlier audio coding approaches. However, SAC technique takes into account more cues particularly with respect to human hearing ability to perceive spatial characteristic of sound wave. Since having two ears, human brain can detect inter-aural time and level differences of sound wave coming from a sound source position which is then made use to form perception on the position of the sound source. Based on these major cues, human can localize an incoming sound source without seeing even though more cues, such as head movement, must be considered for more complex situation.

2.2. Historical Perspective

If the terminology of multi-channel audio is generalized to include stereo (two channels) then the SAC technique started to develop with the introduction of parametric based encoding of stereo audio signals such as Intensity Stereo (IS) and Mid-Side (MS) stereo coding, leading to a more efficient Parametric Stereo (PS) technique which later adopted as an MPEG standard. Using Parametric Stereo approach, stereo audio signals are analyzed to compute three stereo parameters: Inter-channel Intensity Difference (IID), Inter-channel Phase Difference (IPD), and Inter-channel Coherence (IC), which are basically determined based on inter-aural time difference and inter-aural time difference of the human hearing system [51]. Then, stereo audio signals are down-mixed and encoded further by AAC standard. In an attempt to extend the approach to a larger number of audio channels, Binaural Cue Coding (BCC) and MP3 Surround have been proposed. BCC is more general where different audio encoder can be used to compress down-mix signals while MP3 Surround is specifically intended to extend the usage of MP3 encoder, as a widely used codec, to multi-channel audio configuration.

2.3. Proposed SAC Techniques

Numerous encoding methods have been proposed with different spatial parameters. Spatial Audio Scene Coding (SASC) extracts direction vector as spatial parameter making it possible as a three dimensional representation of spatial sound. For audio reproduction, Vector Based Amplitude Panning (VBAP) technique is applied to reproduce sound field from virtual sources located in positions that given by the direction vector. Another approach, called Directional Audio Coding (DirAC), is also proposed to use direction vector as spatial parameters, however, it includes technology of microphone array [52-55] to the process of audio recording and production. In addition, diffuseness is also transmitted as a parameter describing the ambient sound characteristics.

An approach trying to take advantage of panning technique has also been proposed for compressing multi-channel audio signals [56-60]. It can be considered as a method to squeeze a 360 degree sound field into a lower number such as 60 degree. This technique basically does not need spatial parameters especially for low bit rates operation. However, as reverse panning technique is used to reproduce multi-channel audio signals, the localization of audio sources seems to cause ambiguity.

2.4. Improving Reconstructed Audio Accuracy

Closed-loop SAC method [61-65] has been introduced to improve accuracy of the rendered audio signals. This method aims to improve further performance of any SAC technique by minimizing error and distortion caused by the processes of encoding and quantization. It can basically be considered as a minimization method applied on top of SAC technique. To support this closed-loop configuration, a number approaches have also been proposed that include balanced-delay filter-bank, integrated residual coding, and frequency domain based SAC.

Analysis by Synthesis (AbS) concept [66-71], which has been widely applied in many
applications, has also been employed in this technique to perform a trial and error procedure to improve the quality of reconstructed audio signals. Even though waveform based error criteria is used to compare the reproduced and the original audio signals, however, since the AhS algorithm is carried out on top of perceptual-based system, improved perceptual quality has been reported.

2.5. Quality Measurement of Reproduced Audio Signal

In general, audio subjective test [72-79] is considered as the only valid method for assessing the quality of reconstructed audio signal. This is because objective test particularly conventional method, such as signal to noise ratio, cannot detect artifacts [80] introduced in perceptual audio coding. However, perceptual based objective test such as Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ) [81] is recommended as secondary assessment for perceptual audio coding. Moreover, as in real time systems assessment using subjective test is not possible, perceptual based objective test must be further developed especially for multi-channel audio reproduction.

3. MPEG STANDARD FOR ENCODING MULTI-CHANNEL AUDIO SIGNALS

In this section three international standards for encoding multi-channel audio signals will be discussed which include MPEG Surround [81-90], MPEG SAOC [91-92] and MPEG-H 3D Audio [93]. Key technologies applied in several MPEG standards are given in Table 1 where in general, it can be seen that MPEG Surround applies channel-based system, MPEG SAOC applies object-based system, and MPEG-H 3D Audio Coding applies three-dimensional audio reproduction technology. Furthermore hybrid filter-bank and decorrelator [94-95] are employed in MPEG standards. Filter-bank is very useful to decompose audio signal and to process audio signal in critical band, the same manner as it is done in our hearing system. With hybrid system, it is possible to provide sub-band signal with different frequency resolution. On the other hand, decorrelator helps to improve spatial effects of reproduced audio signals particularly for low bit rate implementation.

3.1. MPEG Surround

MPEG Surround standard, released in 2009, can be considered as the first international standard taking advantages of the concept of spatial audio coding. Multi-channel audio signals can be represented as mono, stereo, or 5.1 down-mix signals even though the use of stereo down-mix is mostly reported. Perceptual based spatial parameters, consisted of Channel Level Differences (CLD), Inter-Channel Coherence (ICC), and Channel Prediction Coefficient (CPC), are applied. In case of high bit rate operation is possible, residual signal can be produced and included in the spatial parameter bit-stream to compensate for error due to down-mix and up-mix processes enabling waveform reconstruction of the audio signals. Otherwise, MPEG Surround decoder is equipped with decorrelator to produce synthetic residual signal which is able to give more spatial effects in the reproduce audio signals. As an SAC-based standard, MPEG Surround is compatible to any legacy audio codec, for encoding the down-mixed signals. However, it is well-combined with High Efficiency AAC (HE-AAC) [96-97] since both MPEG Surround and HE-AAC use the same hybrid filter-bank to perform time-frequency decomposition of the audio signal.

Formal subjective tests show that high quality audio reproduction are achieved at very low bit rates such as 64 and 96 kb/s [98-99] while operation at higher bit rates up to 256 kb/s increases performance as reported in [100]. In terms of functionality, MPEG Surround also supports binaural rendering [101] where mobile users can enjoy multi-channel audio reproduction through headphone. In order to keep existing users, who have stereo decoder only without multi-channel decoder, receive the best stereo content, MPEG Surround encoder also has capability of producing artistic stereo down-mix signals.
3.2. MPEG Spatial Audio Object Coding

New approach for multi-channel audio reproduction is introduced with a concept of object-based audio [102-105]. It essentially differs from the conventional channel-based audio in that, as illustrated in Fig. 2, users are given opportunities to interact with the multi-channel reproduction system to update the reconstructed audio composition. For instance in the news broadcasting, users can adjust the anchor volume only while keeping the other background sounds remains as they were. This feature provides music composers to change existing music composition based on their own preferences. It also offers movie watchers and game players to update spatial effects of the reproduced sound with respect to the displayed video. In order to apply this approach, the encoder side needs to capture every audio object that is desired to be possible for adjustment in the decoder side. Moreover, object parameters as well as metadata, such as object audio source position, must be generated and transmitted to decoder. These parameters and metadata must be able to be utilized to reproduce multi-channel audio signals without any user helps at the decoder side.

MPEG SAOC standard is developed by exploiting the principle of object-based audio reproduction. Interestingly, MPEG SAOC makes use of MPEG Surround decoder to reproduce multi-channel audio reproduction by providing conversion technique from object parameters and metadata to channel-based spatial parameters. To improve performance and usability of MPEG SAOC, some approaches have been proposed.

In [106], MPEG SAOC is combined with DirAC to provide spatial teleconference system while [107] introduces two-step coding structure to improve performance of every rendered audio object. To increase vocal removal performance of MPEG SAOC on music re-composition application, a harmonic information can also be transmitted to the decoder side [108-109].

3.3. MPEG-H 3D Audio Coding

This new MPEG standard is aimed at supporting more audio reproduction system, such as 10.2 [110] and 22.2 [111-115] audio system as well as larger number of loudspeakers when wave field synthesis (WFS) [116-117] technique is applied, thus, a true three dimensional (3D) audio reproduction becomes possible. On one hand, those larger number of loudspeaker setup are special since it is also intended to reproduce higher sound field than the listener position through the elevated loudspeakers. On another hand, WFS technique takes much more attention because it is able to reconstruct realistic audio wave-front by employing a large number of loudspeakers. Moreover, any audio format sent from encoder side can be reproduced to different loudspeaker set up. For encoding down-mixed signals, MPEG Unified Speech and Audio Coding (USAC) standard, that is more powerful in encoding both speech and audio signals, is recommended. Performance of this MPEG 3D standard has been tested at very high bit rates such as 512 and 1200 kb/s providing satisfying 3D audio perception.
4. FUTURE DIRECTION

The future development of spatial audio coding seems to be directed to have a universal and scalable approach. Universal in terms of compatibility to various method and standards which include numerous audio reproduction setup, while scalable can be considered as its capability to transmit variable size of audio data which depends on the network condition and end user audio equipment.

Providing universal and scalable audio coding system is essential because there are standards currently available and implemented in different audio applications. For instance, Parametric Stereo standard is the most efficient technique intended to stereo application at a recommended stereo bit rate of 24 kb/s. However, increasing the bit rate seems to be not affecting in improving the audio quality making Parametric Stereo cannot compete with MP3 or AAC at bit rates higher than 24 kb/s. For 5.1 audio configurations, even though MPEG Surround can be the best option to operate at low bit rates such as 64 and 96 kb/s, transmitting 5.1 audio signals will be much more efficient when higher bit rates, such as 320 kb/s, is operated. In terms of this operating bit rate, the future SAC system is expected to be able to efficiently represent multi-channel audio signals at all bit rates and channel configurations avoiding the need to employ different audio coding standard. Modern SAC approach is also expected to consider the configuration of audio reproduction system. Home consumers prefer to have simple and portable audio equipment. Offering equipment with a large number of loudspeakers to home customers is apparently not the best choice. Considering this consumer demand various ways of flexible audio rendering system need to be addressed.

Another area requiring further exploration in spatial audio coding is low delay audio codec for conversation. Most of MPEG standard have relatively longer delay than required in a standard two way communication system. Thus, some approaches have been proposed for low delay audio codec such as in [118-119]. It is also interesting to look at approaches based on speech coding, such as in [110-125], to extend their capability to have full audio band and multi-channel speech codec.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented an overview on technology of spatial audio coding. Basic concept, proposed techniques, as well as various spatial parameters have been discussed. Moreover, the principle of channel-based and object-based audio have been highlighted. MPEG standards that include MPEG Surround, MPEG SAOC, and MPEG-H 3D Audio Coding, developed for delivering spatial audio, have also been explored. At the end of the paper, future direction of spatial audio coding research potential is discussed with focus on universal and scalability as well as low-delay requirement.
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